
SEVEN BRANDS, ONE COMPLETE SOLUTION



ABOUT DESHLER

CAPABILITY COMPLETE

Deshler Group is a family of  successful companies whose ultimate asset 

is unity. In seamless partnership, Deshler creates innovative solutions 

for our customers’ toughest challenges. Manufacturing, assembly, 

packaging, logistics and information technology: Deshler does it all. 

INVESTMENT REALIZED

Deshler Group has grown in size and scope since our first member, Feblo, 

was founded in 1948. A proven leader in many fields, Deshler's unified 

strength is your solution.

OPPORTUNITY SEIZED

Evolution: the Deshler secret. Although Deshler began in automotive 

parts manufacturing, our reach has grown. Working together, our 

companies engineer and produce complete solutions, from start to finish.

SERVICE PERFECTED

We understand that our customers’ needs are complex and tailor 

programs to meet your particular needs. Whether you are seeking new 

engineering, an international shipment, creative warehousing solutions, 

a part modification or project planning, Deshler can – and will – deliver.

COMMITMENT KEPT

Deshler professionals do not just solve customers’ problems – we 

anticipate their questions. For Deshler, complete service, efficient work, 

cost-effective solutions and creative thinking are only the beginning.



THE DESHLER ADVANTAGE: SEVEN BRANDS, UNIFIED SOLUTIONS

CRANKCASE PRESSURE SENSOR BRACKET ASSEMBLY

INTEGRATION THROUGH PARTNERSHIP 

From manufacturing and assembly to transportation and logistics, 

Deshler Group offers our customers a single, comprehensive approach 

to the supply chain process.

The Crankcase Pressure Sensor Bracket Assembly, produced for a major 

automotive company, demonstrates the expertise and interdependence 

of  the Deshler family of  companies. Though GS3 coordinates and 

assembles this part, its Deshler partners manufacture (Amanda 

Manufacturing), ship (GTM), store (Feblo) and manage its various 

components, forming an efficient, coordinated enterprise.

Working together, Deshler Group unites seven diverse brands to create 

complete, focused solutions.

1
Amanda Manufacturing engineers 

and manufactures the bracket.

2
GS3 integrates components and 

performs complete assembly.

3 Feblo International receives and 

stores the various components and 

provides program management and 

quality support.

4 GTM, in concert with GS3, 

ships assemblies to end customers.

5 Amanda International offers precise, 

comprehensive metalforming capabilities.

6 AMI creates expert supply chain 

technology solutions for manufacturing 

and distribution.

7 Amanda Products produces innovative 

aftermarket design solutions.

At Deshler, we employ any combination of  

our seven business units to create solutions 

to perfectly meet your individual needs. 



Manufacturing and Assembly

Transportation and Logistics

Supply Chain Management

Warehousing and Storage

Information Technology

MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

Unique in its class, Deshler possesses substantial manufacturing 

and assembly capabilities. A proven leader in metalforming across 

multiple industries, Deshler offers engineering expertise, a professional 

workforce, comprehensive product assembly and state-of-the-art 

manufacturing facilities.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Using highly-regarded software developed in-house, Deshler offers 

complete technology solutions for your shipping, manufacturing and 

warehousing needs. Whether a specialized shipment or a complex 

solution to a manufacturing issue, Deshler crafts business-specific 

approaches to ensure your success.

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS 

Whether you are shipping locally, nationally, or internationally, Deshler 

offers a complete range of  shipping services tailored to meet each 

customer’s unique needs. Partnering with our global network of  

logistics providers, we offer professional, attentive project management.

WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE 

Deshler offers complete warehousing and storage solutions for 

companies of  all sizes. Whether you require simple storage and 

shipment to customers or careful inspection of  individual items, 

Deshler can quickly organize a warehousing program and packaging 

options to meet your needs. 

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

Deshler offers a perfectly-designed system to manage 

the supply chain process, accurately delivering 

economic value and successful project completion. 

We leverage our diverse resources, technological 

expertise and professional management experience 

to streamline shipments to our customers. 



SEVEN BRANDS, ONE COMPLETE SOLUTION.

Deshler Group is seven diverse brands united to create complete, 

focused solutions. 

As growth in post-war America accelerated, so too did Deshler. 

Once known for gasket kitting and assembly, Deshler Group is now a 

collection of  expertise that includes logistics, transportation, supply 

chain management, and warehousing. At the same time, Deshler has 

continued our strong manufacturing and assembly tradition, now making 

hundreds of  products and assembling parts for diverse customers.

Deshler Group’s beginnings were modest, but our ambitions never were. 

Learn more about Deshler’s seven distinct brands and how they unite 

to provide complete solutions for every customer.

Our unity is your strength, our capabilities your advantage.



FEBLO INTERNATIONAL, LLC

Since 1948, Feblo International, LLC has created cost-effective, highly 

successful custom packaging, warehousing and distribution solutions. 

Feblo provides all of  its customers – including industry leaders such as 

Ford Tier 1 suppliers and GM – with individually-tailored systems to track 

shipments and maintain inventory. Offering multiple secured locations 

for storage solutions, Feblo stores Tier 1 suppliers’ parts and ships them 

to their final destinations. For suppliers, Feblo can also provide expert 

quality management services, including direct inspection, quarantine 

and containment. The company supports global distribution, provides 

light assembly and cross-dock container loading, engineers integrated 

IT systems and offers comprehensive packaging solutions. 



AMANDA PRODUCTS

An exciting new division of  Amanda Manufacturing, Amanda Products 

designs and produces innovative parts for the off-road market. Already 

known for its exclusive Speed Hook design that solves the problem of  

recovery straps detaching or sustaining damage, Amanda Products 

also manufactures other parts for the consumer market and beyond. 

Amanda Products draws upon the engineering expertise of  its parent 

company, which itself  offers hundreds of  expertly crafted metal-formed 

parts and assemblies, including hood-prop rods, strikers, muffler 

hangers, fender braces, manual shift assemblies, and other tow hooks. 

Every Amanda Products part is expertly engineered, thoroughly tested 

and professionally manufactured in the U.S.A.



AMANDA MANUFACTURING

Since 1953, Amanda Manufacturing has designed, engineered and 

manufactured cold and technical formed rod and wire products for 

a wide range of  applications. Offering highly-regarded products 

at affordable prices, Amanda Manufacturing is well known for its 

consistency and superior standards, as well as for offering innovative 

solutions for customer problems. While supplying the world with 

top-quality metalformed products, Amanda Manufacturing employees 

produce each part and all modular assemblies to precise specifications. 

Every Amanda Manufacturing service – bending, stamping, welding, 

cold heading, rod threading, assembly and advanced engineering 

technology – is managed, staffed, designed, engineered and 

manufactured in the USA.



GS3

Founded in 2010, GS3 is supply chain management perfected. A global 

integrator, the company creates valuable solutions for customers large 

and small, by streamlining processes and leveraging technologies. The 

result is a lean, competitive infrastructure that delivers on price and 

supply. GS3 works directly with clients’ supply chain teams to create 

focused, efficient and rapid solutions, including warehousing, packaging, 

assembly, sequencing, distribution and manufacturing. With its three 

operating units – global freight management, warehousing, and 

metalform manufacturing – GS3 forms sustainable partnerships that 

guarantee consistent delivery of  quality, cost-effective products and 

services to every customer.



GLOBAL TRANSPORTATION 
MANAGEMENT, LLC

Global Transportation Management, LLC (GTM) offers complete 

freight logistics services, including domestic and international transport, 

via land, ocean and air. Employing its global network of  transport and 

warehouse providers, GTM has the capacity to meet any customer’s 

freight, warehousing and packaging needs. Its services include 

professional planning, management and execution of  comprehensive 

transportation operations, warehousing, distribution, and packaging. 

To support its customers large and small, GTM develops innovative 

technology solutions that satisfy and exceed company- and 

shipment-specific requirements. GTM is perfectly positioned to meet 

a customer’s every logistical need with accuracy and excellence.



AUTOMATED MEDIA, INC.

Founded in 1989, Automated Media, Inc. (AMI) is an innovative, 

award-winning information technology firm, based in Michigan and 

serving customers around the globe. A Microsoft Dynamics Gold 

Partner, AMI creates ingenious technology solutions for OEM tire 

management and develops and manages successful systems and recall 

management programs for Ford, Chrysler, GM and other customers. 

These include Ford's Quick Lane Around the Wheel and Blue Diamond 

programs, as well as technology and project management plans, 

consulting, billing and systems solutions. AMI’s programs solve diverse 

customer issues, including its AutoAGENT ERP program, which offers 

comprehensive business process productivity solutions for automotive 

and other manufacturers.



AMANDA INTERNATIONAL

Amanda International, an automotive parts manufacturer, was 

founded in Costa Rica in 2007. Amanda International employs a 

conscientious, skilled labor force to produce OEM production parts. 

Drawing upon the engineering resources of  its mother plant, Amanda 

International is a leader in the Costa Rican automotive industry. 

Offering proven expertise, knowledge of  advanced techniques, and 

products known for superior quality and value, Amanda International 

manufactures cold and technical formed rod and wire parts for many 

applications. Its Central American location, bridging two continents, 

gives Amanda International the unique advantage of  ports on 

two oceans.



Deshler Group

34450 Industrial Road
Livonia, MI 48150

t: 734-525-9100 
f: 734-525-2227

www.deshlergroup.com 


